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DK's My First series is perfect for parents and toddlers to share. Each title has thirteen inviting

picture tabs that lead you to thirteen fun-filled spreads, imaginative photographic designs, simple

word labels, and stimulating questions that will keep toddlers interested and enthusiastic time and

time again. With so much to look at and talk about, these educational board books offer a wealth of

speaking and listening opportunities. My First Busy Home: Let's Look and Learn! is a perfect first

look at a toddler's world at home, with lots to find, look at, and learn about.
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We first bought the "My First Words: Let's Get Talking" book by DK publishing. It was the only book

our toddler liked. So at about 20 months when language development was really taking off, we also

purchased "My First Busy Home", "My First Animals", "My First Colors" and "My First Farm". All of

them are great. I will repeat what another reviewer said, some of the photographs are reused in the

books, but not so that you feel like its the same book. The pages are bright, colorful and filled with

photographs of real things, not illustrations (that was important to us)! Our toddler's favorites are the

Animals and Farm book, followed closely by the Words and Busy Home book. Colors is currently at

the bottom of the list.If your toddler is as rough on board books as ours is, I'd recommend

reinforcing the spine with packing tape. That's not a fault of these books, just well-used board books



in general!I also read someone complain about the Farm book having milk and cheese on the goat

and cow pages, but no bacon on the pig page. To clarify, NONE of the animal pages show meat

products of farming. There's wool for the sheep page; eggs from chickens and geese; milk and

cheese from goats; and milk, cheese and butter from cows. There aren't any lamb chops or steaks

shown, so it's consistent- only non-meat products of animal husbandry are shown. I personally don't

have a problem with it.

My 18 month-old son LOVES these picture books, and this one is great because it gets into some

new categories (in the yard/ shed/ garage/ housekeeping). This is great because a lot of similar

books have quite a bit of repetition (Animals! Baby Animals! Farm Animals! Zoo Animals! Not that

I'm complaining too much, we have all of these- like I said, my son loves these picture books.) But

my son was clearly getting a little bored (OMG THIS IS LIKE THE 7,000th COW YOU HAVE

SHOWN ME- TURN THE PAGE, MAMA!) But this one has some great variety and my son really

loves it!

My son is speech delayed and these books have been great to help him say more words and to

work on receptive language as there are pics of things he sees on a regular basis. We have this

book, the farm book, and the color book is this series, and I would recommend them all. I think the

color book is my favorite of the three we have.

My LO (now 9.5 months) loves picture books that capture her attention and are of things she sees

on a daily basis. This book hits the jackpot! Not only are most of the pictures authentic (some are

whimsical in design, ie red spotted frying pan) but it doesn't detract from what it is.We go through a

few pages a night, pointing to the picture and the object in our house while I say what it is. It's

awesome to watch her compare the book to the object and I even take her over so she can touch it

too.When she starts walking, this book could serve as a way of teaching her what things are by

telling her to find the "blank" and show her the picture as a reference. I'm not disappointed in the

book at all; it's sturdy, vibrant, and well worth the money.

A book full of new items to learn. Interesting to both my 2 1/2 year old and my 16 month old. Just

what we wanted.The construction is great, and very durable to withstand the rigors or Toddler

reading.



Ordered this book to help with my 2 year old son's speech therapy. He loves finding objects that

correspond to ones in our house, and has become more and more fascinated with this book the

more his language has developed. Highly recommend

My son loved learning the words and helping mommy around the house. It made house work easily

for both of us since he had learned all the words.

Cute book, LOTS of pictures on each page. A little overwhelming for my 15 month old, I hope she

will grow into the book.
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